
MTH 1600

Sports Analytics

Homework #2: “Moneyball (Part II)”

Due date: September 20, 2018

Name:

Problem 1

Read Chapter 6, “The Science of Winning An Unfair Game,” from the book Moneyball by Michael Lewis,

and then answer the following questions. (Link to get the chapter from the SJU Library E-Reserves.)

(a) (Type I Writing) Since OPS is equal to on-base percentage (OBP) plus slugging percentage (SLG),

OPS values one extra percentage point of OBP and one extra percentage point of SLG equally.

According to Paul DePodesta, which is more valuable, an extra percentage point of OBP or an extra

percentage point of SLG? Explain his reasoning.

(b) (Type I Writing) Describe one of DePodesta’s self-criticisms of his “expected run value” system for

evaluating fielding.

http://campusguides.stjohns.edu/c.php?g=378661&p=2563930
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(c) (Type I Writing) The New York Times article article “Can New Technology Bring Baseball’s

Data Revolution to Fielding?” describes how the company Major League Baseball Advanced Media

(as known as BAM) used advances in technology to create a new tool called Statcast to accurately

quantify the value of fielding.

What are the names of the two tracking systems that BAM combined to make Statcast? What were

those systems able to track on the baseball field?

(d) (Type II Writing) In what ways does the Statcast system address the criticism you described in

part (b)?

Problem 2

(Type III Writing) Explain to a friend or relative (who does not already know) how Paul DePodesta’s

concept of “expected run value” can be used to evaluate fielding. In 3–6 sentences, summarize what you

said to your friend or relative.

(There is no right or wrong answer here; it is an exercise in explaining something technical to someone who

is not familiar with it. Write the summary of your explanation to your friend or relative on a separate sheet

of paper. We will be discussing our experiences together in class on the due date.)
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